Project Greenprint
Using technology for efficient and trusted data flows to support Green Finance

Our Objectives

Develop a Vibrant Green FinTech Ecosystem
Scaling Green FinTech solutions beyond Singapore

Drive Partnerships and Collaboration
Enabling connections across financial sector participants, investors, green technology and solutions providers, ESG service providers, and corporates

Facilitate Trusted ESG Data Flows
Facilitating the flow of consistent, clear and reliable ESG data between the financial sector and the real economy, with access to global and sectoral data platforms

Greenprint Platforms

Greenprint Marketplace
An open marketplace to connect Green Technology providers with investors, financial institutions and corporates

Common ESG Disclosure Platform
Common platform to manage and access ESG performance data and to meet disclosure requirements locally and internationally
Promotes data consistency and clarity in disclosures, enables comparability of data.

Data Orchestrator(s)
Network of data platforms to aggregate and enable access to common trusted ESG data sources and sectoral/ground up data sources.

ESG Registries
A blockchain-based network of registries to record and maintain provenance of ESG certifications and verified data.

Examples of Sectors
Rubber, Aquaculture, Palm Oil, Construction, Transport, Maritime, …more